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The Pick and Roll
By Cody Toppert
The pick and roll is the most used and hardest to guard action in not only the NBA but all levels
of basketball today. The question of what the best defensive solutions are in the different areas
of the floor remains to be answered and has rarely been explored in depth. Below I will take a
look at the different coverages, solutions and attempt to identify the most effective pick and roll
coverages, as well as their underlying teaching points in hopes of providing coaches with a
solution to the question of what coverage works best and where.
First we must have an understanding of our options in terms of these coverages and schemes.
There are essentially three different locations on the floor and seven main coverages when
defending the pick and roll. Within each coverage there are many moving parts, headlined by
the defender of the ball handler and the defender of the screener. The story doesn't end there
as weak side defenders must provide correct support at the right time to negate advantages and
hopefully allow our team to get a stop. Before we go any deeper, let’s take a close look at our
options and the various moving parts.

Locations

●

●

●
●

Middle: As defined as a screen taking place in the middle third of the court between both
lane lines. This screen can take place anywhere from at or just inside the three-point line
to roughly 5 feet above the three-point line. It can also be set as a flat or angle screen
per our definition.
Side: As defined as a screen taking place on the outside third of the court or between
the sideline and four feet from the nearest lane line. This screen can take place from the
coaches hash down to the break.
Deep: As defined as a screen taking place anywhere below the break to the baseline.
Out of Scoring Area: As defined as any screen taking place from sideline to sideline,
five feet above the three-point line all the way to half court. The best course of action is
to go under these screens with no coverage taking place but ensuring that the screen is
communicated to the on ball defender.

Coverages
●

Blue: As defined as sending the ball handler away from the intended screen and
executed by dropping the screener’s defender into the low position between the ball
handler and the basket. The on ball defender will lock into the ball handler forcing him or
channeling him towards the screener’s defender who is in coverage. This strategy is
typically used when defending ball screens taking place on the side.

●

Weak: As defined as sending the ball handler to his “weak” hand. This for a right handed
player, this would involve sending the ball handler to his left hand. Thus if the screen
was set on the right side, the on ball defender would lock into the ball handler and send
him away from the intended screen. This also means if the screen was being set on the
left side, the on ball defender would lock into the ball handler and send him into the
screen. This strategy is typically used when defending ball screens in the middle of the
floor.

●

Catch: As defined as sending the ball handler into the screen with the screener’s
defender at or one step below the level of the screen. In this case the screener’s
defender would be within touch distance of the screener. This strategy is typically used
in the middle of the floor.

●

Drop: As defined as sending the ball handler into the screen with the screener’s
defender two or more steps below the level of the screen. This strategy is typically used
in the middle of the floor.

●

Blitz: As defined as sending the ball handler into the screen with the screener’s
defender executing a double team until the ball handler picks up the ball.

●

Show: As defined as sending the ball handler into the screen with the screener’s
defender one step above the level of the screen. In this case the goal of the coverage is
to reroute the ball handler and buy the on ball defender time to recover into a squared
position.

●

Jam: As defined as sending the ball handler into the screen while passing under both
the screen and the screener’s defender. In this case the screener’s defender would
press up and get physical with the screen, moving it away from the scoring area and
making it easier for the on ball defender to pass under the two players. This strategy can
be used anywhere on the floor.

●

Veerback: As defined as an emergency switch between the ball handler and screener’s
defender, where in the on ball defender determines he will not be able to pursue the ball
and get into a squared position. In this case the on ball defender will “veerback” into the
roll man. The expectation is that he will do his best to keep the roller from receiving a
pass or attacking the offensive glass. In this case the screener’s defender will contain
the ball, looking to force a contested non-paint two. This strategy is used in all coverages
and all areas of the floor.

Guarding the Ball
●

When guarding the ball handler, the defender can do one of three things in the pick and
roll, he can go over the screen, he can go under or he can channel the ball handler away
from the screen.

Guarding the Screener
●

When guarding the screener, the defender can do one of six main things in the pick and
roll. He can be above the level of the screen as is the case in show coverage. He can
be at the level of the screen as is the case in catch coverage or blue to touch coverage.
He can be below the level of the screen, as is the case in drop coverage or soft blue
coverage. He can trap the ball handler, as is the case in blitz coverage. He can reroute
the ball handler as is the case in show coverage.

Defending the weak side
When defending the weak side there will be either a single or double tag situation. This means
that whoever is defending the players on the side the ball is moving away from in the pick and
roll, must jump to the ball, occupying nail and 2.9 positioning in preparations to “tag” or reroute,
or impede the progress of the roll man, allowing time for the roll man’s defender to recover and
preventing easy passes for dunks or rim finishes.
● 2.9 Position: As defined as the lowest weakest defender who will occupy the space at
the top of the restricted circle for 2.9 seconds before cleansing himself to avoid a
defensive three second violation and then returning to the top of the restricted circle.
This defender will provide both help on baseline drives, as well as low tags on rollers
during pick and roll action.

●

Nail Position: The position of the weak side slot defender who is positioned at the free
throw line, in the middle of the lane to provide help on middle drives, show a crowded
lane and prepare to tag any rollers during pick and roll action.

●

Tag: This is the concept of impeding the progress of a roller to allow time for the roller’s
defender to return to a squared and good guarding position. This can be a physical
chuck, forearm or shed depending on the coverage and the defensive philosophy.
Shed: This is a new subset of a tag, by where the tag man “sheds” or reroutes the roller
towards to ball handler, thus providing a shorter recovery distance for the roller’s
defender who will be returning from pick and roll coverage.

●

●

Weak Side i: This is the concept of having our Nail and 2.9 defenders in the proper
position simultaneously. Thus the formation of these players will form an i.

Now that we have an understanding of locations, coverages and player responsibilities on the
defensive end, it is important to understand what the offensive possibilities and solutions are.
One of the main reasons the pick and roll has become so popular is predicated simply on the
fact that it creates a situation where two players must defend one player for a period of time.
What this does is create an advantage, it is the offense’s responsibility to sustain this
advantage, while it is the defense’s responsibility to negate this advantage as quickly as
possible. Below we take a look at the different possible solutions for the offensive players.

Typical Solutions
●

●

Turn it:
A term used to let the ball handler know to attack the screen and get downhill. If
the handler is able to turn it he should be able to attack the nail or the kill box area (in
the paint), allowing him to create scoring opportunities or receivers. 
This is usually
applied when the defense is in catch coverage. The handler should attack the top foot of
the screener’s defender and attempt to get outside his feet, it essentially a race to space.
Snake it:
A term used to let the ball handler know that using and curving back around
the screen is open. Often times this option is open when the on ball defender fights over
the screen and the screener’s defender is in drop coverage or soft blue (when the
screener flips the screen). This provides space to go over the screen, get downhill and

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

cut back to the original side, i.e. attack the screen from right to left, use it and “snake”
back to the right. In this instance it is important that the big does a good job of adjusting
his roll to find the open lane or space, which is typically back to the same side as the
original screen and after the ball handler has been allowed to cut back in front.
Flip it:
A term used to let the screener know to change or “flip” the angle of his screen
at the last minute. At the highest levels the pick and roll coverage can vary greatly based
on personnel. The screener can assist the ball handler with getting downhill by flipping
the angle his screen at the point of the screen, taking a right to left screen and turning it
to a left to right screen and visa versa. Great screeners know how to get their ball
handlers downhill. This solution is typically applied when the defense is in blue
coverage.
Rescreen:
A term used to describe setting a second screen on the ball handler. The
best time to rescreen the ball handler is when the on ball defender chooses to go under
the screen. By setting a second screen back the opposite direction the screener can
assist the ball handler with finding an attacking an angle, and getting downhill. Many
teams will look to automatically rescreen if the on ball defender passes under the screen,
either by coverage design or mistake.
Advance it:
A term used to let the handler know to get off the ball quickly with the pass,
often times to the other side of the floor, for a quick reversal but most likely to take
advantage of show or blitzing coverage and a slip by the screener. The ball handler
would use the screen and swing or advance the ball to the next player who can then look
to hit the roll man streaking to the basket.
Pull it: A term used to describe to the ball handler the need to back it up or bounce off.
By backing it up the ball handler can reevaluate, possibly create a closeout and allow the
screener time to adjust his angle on the screen or set a rescreen. A great time to do this
is when attacking hard show coverage.
Reject it: A term used to let the ball handler know that his best solution is to cut back
changing directions and refusing the screen. Aside from blue, or jam coverage it is
typically the on ball defender’s responsibility to force the ball handler into the screen and
thus into the coverage, while the on ball defender most likely attempts to pass over the
screen and regain a squared position on the ball handler. An over anxious defender can
subsequently be susceptible to the offensive player rejecting or cutting back the other
direction. The screener must then dive, to find the open lane or area, pop to initiate a
chase DHO action or ball reversal.
Drag it: A term used to incite the ball handler to take several additional dribbles past the
screen in order to reevaluate or “drag” out the coverage. This can often times create an
angle for a pass to the roll man or a kick back to the lifting guard shaking out of the
corner (for either a shot or a post entry pass). This can be a good decision against catch
or show coverage depending on the quality of the coverage.
Dive: A term used to describe the most common solution to blue coverage. In this case
the big man identifies the blue and dives from the point of the screen straight to the
restricted. This solution is best executed with chemistry between the ball handler and

●

●

●

the screener. As the screener dives the ball handler engages the screener’s defender to
open the pocket and present an opportunity for a bounce or lob pass to the dive man.
Release into the pocket: A term used to describe a solution against blue coverage by
which the screener slides into open space, creating a pocket and an opportunity for an
early pass to the screener. Releasing into the pocket opens up the opportunity for a
midrange jump shot or the opportunity to initiate chase DHO or connect the dots action.
Chase DHO: A term used to describe when the ball handler makes a pocket pass to the
big man, typically against blue coverage, and he then chases his pass to receive a
dribble hand off from the screener.
Connect the dots: A term used to describe when the screener receives the early pocket
pass and reverses the ball to the next available player, before continuing to set a pin
down for the original ball handler. The ball handler can then use the pin down to attack
or the original screener can follow the pin down with another ball screen, most likely one
that can’t be blued.

Now that we have taken a look at both the offensive and defensive possibilities, let’s engage in
the philosophical aspect of pick and roll defense. If you ask many coaches they will say that
their pick and roll coverage is intertwined within their system, they have coverages they prefer in
different locations on the floor and they stick with those coverages despite the personnel of the
opposition. This mantra seems to vibe perfectly with those who contend it is more about what
we do and how we do it. Most of these coaches feel as though their execution on both sides of
the ball within their philosophies is more important than adjusting what they do based on the
other team.
Other coaches however, believe their team should understand and be able to execute a
plethora of coverages in different locations, depending on both the defensive and offensive
personnel involved in the screen.
The danger of being the so called jack of all trades is the looming likelihood you become the
master of none. While this debate can go on into the foreseeable future, what I will separate is
base coverage from personnel coverage. In my view it is important to blend, more often than not
staying with your base coverages but preparing for the time when you may need to adjust, be
that at halftime or during a playoff series.
Our base coverage will then be a combination of screen location and positional personnel
involved. The purpose of this paper is to understand what coverages are the most successful in
each location on the floor, and what personnel traits are involved to ensure the success of the
coverage. At the end, the hope is to be able to roll out a hypothetical base coverage constructed
irrespective of our opponent but mindful of our personnel.

The goal of any defense should be to concede one or fewer contested non-paint twos per
possession. As Figure 1. above indicates, the non paint two is one of the lowest percentage
shots in the game. Not only is the shot inefficient by field goal percentage, it is also very
inefficient when we look at expected points per shot. A non-paint two is defined as a shot taken
outside of the paint but inside the three-point line. Thus we want to tailor our defense and
subsequently our pick and roll coverages to force or bait the offense into these shots.
As this pertains to our pick and roll coverage a few things stick out. We want to force the ball
handler inside the three-point line, thus removing the threat that he may shoot the three. We
want to prevent the ball handler from getting to our rim, thus preventing the highest rated shot in
the game. We want to prevent the roller from unimpededly getting to our rim, thus reducing the
likelihood that we concede a roll pass for an easy finish or foul drawing opportunity. We want to
prevent long closeouts to receivers on the perimeter. We want to encourage indecision and a
non-aggressive mentality in the ball handler, thus creating a situation more likely to result in a
mistake or a shot that falls within our desired shot spectrum.
Based on these ideals, we essentially want to bait the offensive player into an off the dribble pull
up jump shot, preferably with a hand up, or a pass made to a receiver with a short closeout
required by our defender. In order to do this, we must find and identify the best location based
coverage to provide our most desired result. This coverage must limit space, encourage
indecisiveness, provide short rotations and allow for solid defensive rebounding position.
The numbers that we will explore are separated into player tandems. The on ball defender and
the screener’s defender are indicated as the tandem and their efficiency will be measured by
both points per chance and points per direct pick. A pick is considered direct if the player
associated with the play shoots, is fouled, turns the ball over or passes to a player who shoots
within one dribble of receiving the pass.

Points per chance can be a valuable measure of pick and roll defense because our solid
coverage on the first side may entirely negate the advantage for the offense. Thus leading to a
ball reversal and forcing the offense to initiate a second action, perhaps a second pick and roll
on the the opposite side of the floor. This initial pick would not be considered direct because the
ball handler did not shoot, turn the ball over, get fouled or pass to a teammate who did any of
these within one dribble. However, our pick and roll coverage was good enough to prevent this
event from occurring, which is perhaps a more important measure.

The 5
In the Middle Involving the 5
The Numbers

From the data above we can see the LAC, Cleveland and Memphis as the best teams
defending the pick and roll in the middle of the floor with the 5 man guarding the screener. Not

coincidentally we can also see that the same three teams are the best at executing Drop
coverage in this same situation. With the above looking at points per direct pick, the column to
its right paints a clear picture that those teams defending direct picks at an elite level are also
defending each chance at an elite level.
The Strategy
In the middle of the floor, as a defense, we are faced with defending the ball in greater space.
The offense has considerably more options for it's attack and thus it is perhaps the most difficult
to defend in pick and roll situations. When we are looking at the numbers in the middle of the
floor it must be noted that the most used coverages are catch, weak, drop and show.
For the majority of these coverages the on ball defender will have the responsibility of sending
the ball handler into the screen and then passing over the top of the screen. That leaves the
main question to be answered as to what is proper placement of the screener’s defender.
To keep things simple, we will assume that all screens are involving the 5 man and guarded
with an on ball defender that will not be a favorable match up on a traditional switch, essentially
a guard defending the ball. This means we will have a coverage, and any switching will be done
via a veerback. If we make these assumptions, and analyze the numbers via second spectrum,
it becomes apparent that the most effective pick and roll coverage in the middle of the floor is a
drop (1-3 steps below the level) or catch (one step below the level). With many teams employing
these coverages we will explore what separates those who have success, from those who do
not, primarily using film analysis of proper positioning and rotations.
As discussed previously, based on our filters, the best teams defending the middle pick and roll
are the LA Clippers, Cleveland, Memphis, Detroit and New Orleans. Of these teams only New
Orleans did not crack the top 5 using drop coverage mainly due to a large number of switches.
The top player tandems include players from these same teams and are highlighted by Marc
Gasol and Tony Allen, Deandre Jordan and Chris Paul as well as Tristan Thompson and Kyrie
Irving.
Newton’s third law of motion states “When one body exerts a force on a second body, the
second body simultaneously exerts a force equal in magnitude and opposite in direction on the
first body.” What does this have to do with basketball and specifically the pick and roll? Well
the aggressiveness of the screener’s defender often times determines the aggressiveness of
the ball handler, meaning if we are aggressive in our coverage the ball handler is more likely to
be aggressive in his attack of the coverage. Breaking down the film this exact scenario seems to
play out over and over again.
Looking even deeper, a ball handler in an aggressive downhill attack is more likely to conclude
his foray in the paint, or at the rim, meaning closer to the basket and in area we want to prevent
the offense from getting shots. Thus if we want to increase the likelihood of the offense shooting
a pull up jumper then we will want the screener’s defender to be below the level of the screen,

essentially in a nonaggressive position (nonaggressive indicated by location and not position,
i.e. being in a low athletic stance which will be required) at the point of the screen.
Now that we have identified the coverage and some of the elite tandems let’s breakdown why
they are so effective. As the initial action begins communication is key. The standard
communication is indicating the screen with the coverage call yelled three times loud by the big
man. Many acronyms apply including ELO standing for early, loud and often or ELC meaning
early loud and continuous. Regardless of your coverage, communication is paramount and
without it the coverage truly makes little difference to stop the action. Interestingly the Utah Jazz
have an interesting acronym for the screener’s defender. “LULA” stands for loud, up long and
active.
Once the call is made, and a coverage requiring the on ball defender to send the ball handler
into the screen is indicated, the on ball defender must lock into the ball handler. A term often
used for this is “on the call, jam the ball.” This allows the defender to influence the ball handler
into the screen and thus into the coverage. When approaching the screen, the on ball defender
must then wedge through and over the top of the screen with his lead leg. Ideally if he can do
so unimpeded then we can negate the advantage and the screen from the beginning. A term
for this is “no screen, no scheme.” Once again the Utah Jazz have an interesting acronym for
the on ball defender as well LOLA, meaning locked, over, long and active. Once getting over the
screen the defender must attempt to get back into squared position and during this pursuit
active hands are important in deterring or forcing air hook passes to players shaking out of the
corner. The more air these passes have the more likely our tag defender can shed the roll man
and recover to the perimeter without being in a compromised defensive position.
As we first noted, the positioning of the screener’s defender being perhaps the most important
factor in the coverage. Ideally the big will be between one and three steps below the level of the
screen depending on his mobility. The taller, less mobile big men can be in solid position three
steps below the level of the screen but preferably not below the foul line. The quicker big men
can take several extra steps up towards the screen.
As the ball handler comes off the screen the big man must be in a solid guarding position with
his inside hand low protecting the early pocket pass and his outside hand high to cloud the
vision of the offensive player. This is where the cat and mouse game ensues, as the ball
handler continues to take up space the screener’s defender must retreat in a manner that
ensures neither the ball nor the roll man get behind him. As the ball handler continues downhill
the big man continue to contain the ball having high and active hands to crowd the lane and
further reduce vision for the ball handler.
If all goes well the on ball defender will pass over the screen and pursue the ball into a squared
position. The general rule of thumb is that we do not want the big to take more than two or three
slides east to west, to avoid a dragged out position and thus if the ball handler takes two to
three dribbles east west, the on ball defender will pursue to a squared position and the big man

will retreat back to the roll man. If our big man gets dragged out any further than these two or
three slides, recovery to the roll man becomes virtually impossible.
If the ball handler gets downhill quickly and the screener is able to get a solid piece of the on
ball defender, then the on ball defender can call “veer” to indicate an emergency switch. There
are two strategies for the on ball defender when “veering” back, if he got hammered with the
screen he can roll off under the screen and veerback into the legs of the rolling big. This is
different then going over and pursuing prior to veering. In this case the defender realized that he
had no shot of getting back into the play. The conservative play is to then call the veer and get
under the roll man to prevent a pocket pass and keep the roll man off of the offensive glass.
If the ball handler is able to get over the screen but is in a trail pursuit position before
determining that he cannot square the ball handler, he can call “veer.” Once doing so he can
deviate his path back into the roll man, to once again prevent a pocket pass or an offensive
rebound.
As the initial screen is taking place the weak side is as important as those guarding the actual
action directly. In general, if the ball is moving towards you, then you should be moving out
towards your man. On the flip side, if the ball is moving away from you, it is imperative you pull
in to prepare to provide assistance. In the case of a single side tag the higher and more physical
the better. If the ball handler is driving from right to left, then the defender of the player
occupying the right corner will be the sole tag man.
From an offensive perspective the the corner man will “shake” or “lift” as the action takes place.
This means he will relocate from the corner to the slot or wing area looking for a kick back pass.
This fits perfectly with our “high” tag philosophy. The tag defender must recognize the screen
before it takes place, relocate from a gap position towards the elbow and look to “tag” and
“shed” the roll man back towards the ball. The best way to tag without fouling is for the defender
to use his forearm and body positioning to force a rerouting of the roll man. The higher the tag
the shorter the closeout to the offensive player on the wing or in the slot.
In the case of a double tag situation we will have both a high and low tag man. Thus as the ball
handler is using a screen from right to left in the middle of the floor there will be an offensive
player occupying the right corner as well as the right wing. The defender of the player at the
wing will be the high tag man and should be in gap positioning. The defender of the player in the
corner will be the low tag man and should be in gap positioning, moving towards a 2.9 position
as the ball moves. Simply put the double tag situation favors the defense in terms of stopping
the roll, where as the single tag situation favors the offense in terms of gaps to complete a pass
to the roll.
The main reason for the concept of shedding the roll man towards to ball is to reduce the
recovery distance for the screener’s defender. Should the ball handler engage the screener’s
defender and look to get deep before throwing a pocket or lob pass to the roll man we want to

give our big the best chance of recovery to force the offense to finish through legal contact or
allow for a blocked shot opportunity. If we have shed the roll man even two steps closer to the
ball, then we have greatly aided our big man’s chances of recovery should we be unable to
complete a veerback.
From an offensive standpoint it is important to note that there is a possibility of the ball handler
snaking the screen back to the opposite direction. In this case a veerback becomes far more
likely to be the solution. At the same time this typically flips the side of the floor with which the
screener will roll. The main impact this has is that it changes which side of the court will need to
tag the roll man. This is also why it is imperative to communicate and anticipate rotations based
on possible outcomes of the action.
Additionally, and in the case of a double tag situation, should the pocket pass find its way late to
the roll man who then quickly fires the ball to the open man in the weak side corner, the nail
defender and high tag man can X-out to fully rotate onto the corner man. This is also true for a
late hook pass to the corner, in the event our low tag man is caught up with the roller.

On the Side Involving the 5
The Numbers

From the data above we can see that the best teams at defending the pick and roll on the side
of the floor are Miami, Dallas, Minnesota, LAC, Golden State and Memphis. Once again it is not
surprising that of these teams only LAC does not find itself both in the top for overall efficiency
and efficiency in blue coverage. The same observation holds true in regards to points per direct
pick and points per chance. Those who defend the action well in general, also defend it will
when it becomes a scoring action.
The Strategy
As we move the location of the screen to the side of the floor, there are two types of screens
that can be set. One is a side ball screen; in this case the screener is setting the screen in
hopes of sending the ball handler to the middle of the floor. When setting this screen, the
screener is parallel to sideline. The other type of screen that can be set on the side is a step up
ball screen. In this case the screener will have his back parallel to the baseline.

The coverage that is most often used on the side of the floor is a blue. Some refer to it as Icing,
pushing or downing the screen and the Utah Jazz have coined the term channeling. The
numbers indicate that the teams who neutralize side and step up ball screens the best use blue
coverage. Below we evaluate what separates those who have success in blue coverage, what
their rotations are and why their methods work.
With the screen being set under conditions requiring a coverage and not an outright switch
(typically with a perimeter player and the 5 man), we can see the best teams defending ball
screens on the side of the floor are Miami, Dallas, Minnesota, LA Clippers, Golden State and
Memphis. We find that some of the best player tandem defenders of side ball screens include
Karl Anthony-Towns and Ricky Rubio, Kemba Walker and Cody Zeller, Goran Dragic and
Hassan Whiteside, Chris Paul and Deandre Jordan, and Tyler Johnson and Hassan Whiteside.
Of these teams and players, all are using blue as their primary coverage, sprinkling in
veerbacks when necessary.
When it comes to bluing the side ball screen the same communication that we have previously
discussed is paramount. The big must communicate the call, allowing the on ball defender to
execute the coverage. In this case the on ball defender must “jam” the ball but influence the ball
handler towards the baseline or perhaps the intersection point of the sideline and baseline. This
is intended to force the ball handler to reject the screen if it is on the side, or use the screen if it
is a step up. It is important to note that some teams may have a different coverage for step up
screens and or a different coverage based on whether or not the corner is filled. In the film
studied and based on the second spectrum statistics, we are considering a blue coverage any
coverage on the side that sends the ball handler to the baseline. This would include a step up
screen, where the on ball defender sends the ball handler into the screen or a side ball screen,
where the on ball defender sends the ball handler away from the screen.
Many aspects of this coverage are similar to what we discussed in the middle of the floor. The
goal for the on ball defender is to negate any advantage by squaring the ball handler as quickly
as possible. This means getting over the top of the screen if it is a step up or channeling the ball
handler away from the screen before getting to a squared position, if it is a side ball screen. If
we can get to a squared position within two dribbles, then we can release the screener’s
defender back to the roll man.
Just as we discussed pertaining to middle ball screen coverage perhaps the most important
question to answer is what is the best location for the screener’s defender. Up to touch, at the
level, or below the level and how far. Once again there is a personnel element to the answer,
but just as we discussed in the middle, the film and the statistics indicate that being below the
level the screen creates fewer straight-line drives, causes the ball handler to slow his pace, thus
resulting in the ball handler taking more dribbles. Ultimately increasing the time available for the
on ball defender to get to a squared position, or luring the ball handler into a difficult pull up
jump shot. Thus for more mobile defenders, being one step below the level with a retreating
mentality seems to be best. And conversely for slower defenders, being two to three steps

below the level of the screen should create the same result or at least give the defense the best
chance to get the desired result.
Also falling right in with similar principles to the middle ball screen, it is imperative that the
screener’s defender be in a low position, with his inside hand low early to discourage the pocket
pass and his outside hand high to cloud the vision of the ball handler. As the ball handler takes
up space the screener’s defender must retreat in the previously discussed cat and mouse
manner. The closer the ball handler gets to the paint the more active and high the hands of the
defender. Additionally, the same goals pertain in regards to not allowing the ball or the roll man
to get behind the screener’s defender. It is also the responsibility of the on ball defender to have
active hands during his pursuit to squared position. Discouraging easy or direct hook passes to
receivers and thus forcing either no pass, or an air pass. This is very important especially on
the side due to the amount of space away from the screen, more specifically the amount of
space in the middle of the floor. Essentially our weak side must defend two thirds of the court, in
this situation two consecutive direct passes will typically lead to an open shot, most likely
coming in the opposite corner. To buy time for tag man recovery and closeouts, the on ball
defender must have said active hands. Hand activity by both the on ball defender and the
screener’s defender could be perhaps the most important aspect of any pick and roll coverage
and as the film indicates, it is a huge factor in the success of the tandems we have identified as
being elite in these coverages.
Just as examined in the middle, veering back into the roll man is also an option and indeed
becomes fully necessary as soon as it becomes apparent that the on ball defender will not be
able to return to a squared position without being dragged to low or wide. It should be noted that
because the reduced space on the side of the floor, even without the corner filled, there is far
less space for the ball handler to eat on an east to west basis. This favors the defense and thus
the coverage. With the corner filled that space is even further reduced, again favoring the
defensive coverage.
Once again on the weak side we must have activity and we must have tags. In the case of the
corner being filled we will have two additional defenders on the weak side of the floor defending
two thirds of the court. There will be a nail defender who must be in proper position to once
again tag high. Ideally this nail defender will identify the coverage and need for a tag, thus
leaving his gap positioning and tagging or shedding the roll man at the elbow. He will attempt to
reroute the roll towards the ball to reduce the distance required for the screener’s defender to
rotate back to his man. Should the ball handler complete an early pocket pass to the rolling big
man, the tag man will then stunt at the roll man who will have presumably received the pass
around the elbow in a short roll situation. This is where our 2.9 defender must come up big. The
Atlanta Hawks refer to the 2.9 defender as the MIG or most important guy. Not only is he our
last line of defense on baseline drives during any given possession, he is also the last line of
defense should the ball handler beat the big man to the baseline on a straight-line drive in side
or step up ball screen action as well as our last line of defense should the ball handler be able to
get a pocket pass through to the roll man. This defender must be positioned at the top of the

restricted for his allotted 2.9 seconds and must have the awareness to understand when he
simply needs to provide a second tag or full body commit to challenge a shot via verticality or to
take a charge.
Should this defender have to full body commit to the ball, we must have a crack back from our
nail defender onto possible cutters from the corner, possible duck ins from the dunk spot or to
prevent any direct pass to the corner. Should this pass be made the crack back man will then be
responsible for taking corner man and we will rotate as needed.
In the case concerning an empty corner on side or step up ball screen action, there will be three
additional defenders on the weak side of the floor. This provides one additional defender to
assist with covering the remaining two thirds of the court. The defender closest to ball screen
will be the nail defender and the defender of the lowest weakest man will be the 2.9 defender.
This offensive player will most likely be either in the corner or in the dunk spot. The remaining
defender’s man will most likely be on the wing if the corner is occupied or in the corner should
the dunk spot be occupied. This defender should then be positioned with one foot in the lane
preparing to crack back or stunt.
The rotations are similar, should the pocket pass be made to the roll man, then the 2.9 defender
will rotate to a full body commitment aimed at forcing the roll man to finish through legal contact,
or by taking a charge. As this rotation takes place the middle defender will crack back either
physically getting in front of the man ducking in from the dunk spot or taking away the corner
pass. Once again should that pass get through, the crack back defender will fully rotate and we
can X-out on the weak side back to squared positions.
As discussed prior the on ball defender can call for a veerback at any time, and the screener’s
man will emergency switch onto the ball handler looking to force a difficult shot without fouling.
The veer man will then try to take away the pocket pass continuing on to prevent an offensive
rebound by the roller.
From an offensive perspective several scenarios are most likely to exist. On a side ball screen
facing blue coverage, the screener can flip the angle of the screen to allow the ball handler to
snake the screen back to the middle of the floor. In this case the likelihood for a veerback
increases and it is imperative that our weak side defense is solid with its rotations. We must be
prepared to swipe from the nail, commit from 2.9 and crack back to kill the second attack, while
X-ing out to negate a sustained advantage. Should the pass be made to the nearest perimeter
player on the swipe, we must have a secondary stunt from the corner and return to the corner
following the three-point line with high hands to discourage a direct pass. With this stunt and by
preventing a second consecutive direct pass can often times prevent an open shot and more
importantly buy time for solid recovery.

Another scenario that may transpire is that the ball handler can hook a pass to the nearest
perimeter player as our nail defender tags the big, we must again be prepared to stunt from the
corner and recover down the line should this take place.
The ball handler can also hit the big in the pocket. The roll man can then reverse the ball to the
nearest perimeter player as the nail defender stunts, in an attempt to buy time for the screener’s
defender to return to a squared position. In this case we will need a secondary stunt from the
corner, once again returning to his player following the three-point line in hopes to prevent a
second consecutive direct pass.

The Conclusion involving the 5
The statistics clearly indicate that drop coverage in the middle of the floor and blue coverage on
the side of the floor are indeed the most effective coverages. Many teams have employed these
base coverages. The difference between those who execute at an elite level and those who do
not are based on very subtle intricacies and how they are emphasized on a daily basis.
In my mind pick and roll coverage is equivalent to an intricate dance, requiring five players
moving near simultaneously and with each moving part equally important. Miss a tag and
concede a dunk, miss a veerback and concede an offensive rebound, miss a crack back and
concede a drop off. Regardless of how you defend the pick and roll.
When studying the film, it becomes apparent that the success of the coverage is based greatly
on the positioning of the screener’s defender and that defender’s subsequent ability to retreat in
an athletic position with active hands. Ideal positioning is one to three steps below the level of
the screen. The level of hand activity will reduce the vision and likelihood of scoring passes or
direct passes. The on ball defender passing over the screen or channeling the ball handler away
from the screen while pursuing with active hands is of the utmost importance. Weak side
defenders in gap positioning prepared to tag, shed and recover or stunt is the final piece to the
puzzle. The only thing left to do is secure the rebound and push in transition.

The 4
Let’s say that we change our parameters from only screens involving the 5 to all screens set,
and then reevaluate the data and the schemes. This information paints a different picture on a
macro level. Not only does it confirm that the two best pick and roll defenses are competing for
a championship but it also paints a distinct picture about how today’s game is being played.
For the longest time the power forward position was one of size, strength, and some
combination of post ups, rebounds and short jumpers. In short this was the garbage man’s
position, while the assists were left to the point guards and the scoring to the shooting guards.
This position only recently has been transformed.
Gone is the day when general manages and coaches worry about a guy’s size as the
measuring stick to be a power forward. Gone are the days where every “tweener” is told they
must move from power forward at the college level to small forward at the NBA level to avoid
defensive mismatches in low post situations.
Thanks to the pace and space philosophy of analytically driven shot selection priorities, a new
era has arrived, one in which the power forward position is that of dynamic play making on both
sides of the floor. Power Forwards of this new era can shoot the three point shot, make plays at
the rim off the dribble and create scoring opportunities for their teammates. These players are
coming in all shapes and sizes, be that 7’ 200 pounds or 6’5” 235 pounds.
When defending a ball screen set by a stretch or dynamic 4, and playing drop coverage, you
become susceptible to the pop. A two dribble drag by the ball handler with a throw back pass to
the pop man and the screener’s defender has too far to recover. This results in open three point
shots, opportunities to attack closeouts and space, thus forcing the defense into rotations which
often times become difficult to maneuver.
As a result, teams are forced to change how they defend ball screens involving shooters or
perimeter play making threats. Let’s take a look at how the picture changes when we look at all
screens, and the tops teams’ coverage breakdowns based on location, in search of a further
understanding of pick and roll coverage in today’s game.

The Numbers

What the data indicates is simply that the best pick and roll coverage teams overall are also the
best on both the side and in the middle, regardless of who is screening or defending the ball.
The only team that doesn't show up is Memphis, who from a personnel standpoint, has elite
defenders such as Marc Gasol and Tony Allen, but also have average defenders such as Zach
Randolph to go along with many young players. Memphis shows up in the overall numbers, as
well as in our numbers on the side because most teams set their side or step up screens with
the 5, thus putting elite defender Marc Gasol in the coverage. Marc is also elite at defending in
the middle of the floor, however others on his team are not.
The Numbers by Team

This is where things get very interesting as each of the three teams above comprise the best
pick and roll defensive teams in the NBA. Looking more closely we can see that their coverage
tendencies are very similar. All three of these teams employ a base Soft (Drop) coverage in the
middle and Ice (Blue) coverage on the side. Additionally, the second most employed coverage
for all three teams is a switch both in the middle and on the side. Interesting to note San Antonio
as probably one of the best teams employing the veerback. The Spurs’ guards are well trained
to identify and execute the veer early, rather than take the chance of being dragged out and
conceding easy pocket passes and offensive rebounds. Let’s dive deeper into the switching
numbers by personnel.

The Numbers by Switch

When it comes to personnel we can see distinction between the types of players who are
switching these ball screens and having success. Most notably Golden State’s duo of dynamic
forwards, Draymond Green and Kevin Durant. Both of these players have the requisite
versatility to pull off switching on to smaller playmakers while containing penetration and
contesting shots at a high rate. In the days before these versatile elite defensive players
became popular a pick and roll switch lead to a duo of mismatches and subsequently and
isolation for a play maker on the perimeter or an isolation for a big man on the post. This Golden
State duo leads the league in the number of screens switched both on the side and in the
middle of the floor. The common denominator here is lateral mobility, and speed. Both
Draymond and Kevin are fast enough laterally and athletic enough overall to keep a smaller
player in front long enough and well enough to give their team a good chance of forcing a

contested off the dribble non-paint two. At least their ability to do so outweighs the counter of us
applying a ball screen coverage, forcing two players to defend one play and the possibility that
we put our defense into rotations. Noting the inclusion of Patty Mills and LaMarcus Aldridge
flows with the observation pertaining to the Spurs veerback philosophy. Many of these switches
may not be scheme based but rather situationally based (as in a veer, not an expected switch)
but executed so early in the action as to be counted as a switch through our second spectrum
data.
The Strategy
For any defense preventing rotations allows a team to preserve its “shell”, simply put the less a
defense is forced to move, the better the odds that defense has of getting a stop. As was
previously stated, the pick and roll is a primary scoring weapon due to the simple fact it forces
two players to guard one player. The defender of the ball handler and the defender of the
screener, typically converge on the ball with the goal of negating such advantage and with the
hopes that a non scoring pass will have enough air time to allow for our remaining players to
recover to solid guarding position, eventually leading to our goal of forcing one or fewer
contested non-paint twos per possession.
According to laws of mechanical efficiency, “The greater the number of moving parts, the
greater the amount of energy lost to heat by friction between those parts”, and thus the greater
chances something can go wrong. This holds not only in mechanics but also on defense. If we
make the assertion that team defensive concepts rely on all five players working together in
order to provide us the best chances of getting our desired result. And furthermore if we make
the assertion that any time two players are forced to guard one player (be that by way of help
defense or pick and roll coverage), then our defense will shift in order to negate this advantage.
Then applying the laws of mechanical efficiency we can assert that should we be forced to into
such intricate rotations then we should expect a greater chance of conceding a basket.
Staying with this theme and assuming that by way of switching we prevent unnecessary rotation
from our defense, then essentially this strategy can provide us with better chances of success
on the defensive end provided we have the necessary versatile personnel.
The basic advantage of the switch is to contain the ball without forcing rotations. The advantage
for the offense then lies in the mismatches created via the switch and more specifically with
whichever player now has the bigger mismatch. The question for the offense then becomes
about how to attack this switch. Often times things tend to stagnate in the seconds immediately
following the switch. When the offense stagnates to search out how to take advantage of the
mismatches, this plays into the hands of the defense by way of shot clock pressure or the time
necessary to negate the mismatch via another switch. Time soon becomes a factor, and an
offense in search of a mismatch can essentially divert away from its own strengths and strategy.

Jeff Van Gundy has said “Against the switch, what you don’t want it to do is for it to stagnate
your stuff offensively. If you don’t have a quick roll and you can’t get the ball to the perceived
mismatch immediately, you’ve got to move it along and keep the flow of your offense. I think one
of the things that the switch really hurts is a lot of teams stop when the switch occurs, stare at
the perceived mismatch and/or try to always go 1-on-1 versus continuing to move the ball, move
yourself and the second time it hits your hands then you attack the mismatches and the
switches when they can’t have five sets of eyes just focused in on one area of the floor.”

The Switches - the different types of switches and how they are implemented.
●

Scram the Small: As defined as a switch by where three players will ultimately end up
guarding different players. The initial ball screen action initiates a primary switch
between the ball handler’s defender and the screener’s defender. As the roll man dives
towards the rim the biggest player on the weak side (who should be pulling into or near
nail or 2.9 positioning) will communicate “Scram” to the guard currently defending the
roll. This will act as the secondary switch, the 2.9 or nail defender will switch onto the roll
man and the guard will “bounce out” to take whoever this player was defending. If the
screen takes place on the side of the court with the corner filled the strong side corner
defender will scram the small out to the corner, taking the roll man (even if this happens
to be the 2 or 3 man). The idea behind this switch is to prevent the offense from taking
advantage of the mismatch garnered from the initial ball screen. Essentially we send a
player, who presumably has a better chance of defending the roll man, to the paint to
provide resistance.

●

Boomerang Action: It is important to note the need for decent lateral mobility and
perimeter defensive skills of the switching 4 man (or 5 man depending on personnel) to
negate or reduce the success of “boomerang” action. Boomerang action is and action
where the ball handler comes off the ball screen, identifies the switch immediately
making the advance pass to the next player who then immediately passes right back to
the original ball handler to either shoot or attack what would typically be a closeout.

●

Midget in the Middle: As defined as a switch that takes place after a low post mismatch
has been established. Thus should we be unable to “Scram the Small” and the roll man
looks to post up our smaller player, we will apply Midget in the Middle principles. In this
case the biggest man defending on the weak side will again yell “Scram”, sending the
mismatched player to the weak side and taking his place on the ball. This switch can be
executed after the post player receives the pass or as the post entry pass is airborne.
The idea behind this switch is to again prevent a team from isolating our smaller players
in the post.

●

Blue to Switch: As defined as a switch, taking place following a ball screen on the side
of the floor in which we apply blue coverage to channel the ball towards the sideline.
Essentially this type of switch coincides with a no middle philosophy. Even though we
will be switching this ball screen, we would prefer to to keep the ball out of the middle of
the floor, and thus we will blue into a switch.

●

Pre Switch: As defined as a switch taking place prior to an anticipated ball screen and
leading to a secondary switch of the subsequent ball screen. As the big man begins to
sprint up from the baseline to set the ball screen, the nearest highest guard will switch
onto the soon to be screener. He will then sprint up with the screener and execute a
second switch of the ball screen taking place. This is typically a switch that can be
executed in end of quarter situations or situations where the offense decides to bleed the
shot clock. The thought process when executing this switch is typically centered around
the reduced clock being in favor of the defense. Meaning, due to the short clock
situation, the defense is willing to concede two mismatches in order to contain the ball,
prevent a downhill advantage either via a ball screen coverage or help defense. The
reason the defense is willing to concede said mismatches is based on the assumption
the ball handler will most likely be the shot taker and any pass to a subsequent
mismatch will require merely seconds of solid defense and more likely force the
offensive player into difficult shots or no shots. The bottom line is there is not enough
time to take advantage of the mismatches due to time constraints.

●

Veerback Switch: As defined as an emergency switch between the ball handler and
screener’s defender, where in the on ball defender determines he will not be able to
pursue the ball and get into a squared position. In this case the on ball defender will
“veerback” into the roll man. The expectation is that he will do his best to keep the roller
from receiving a pass or attacking the offensive glass. In this case the screener’s
defender will contain the ball, looking to force a contested non-paint two. This strategy is
used in all coverages and all areas of the floor.

●

Away from the Ball involving the 5: As defined as an away from the ball switch,
typically on a wide pin down, by where the 5 provides curl protection before switching
onto the curling guard. This is essentially a veerback on a pin down screen. The guard
will trail the offensive player off of the screen, while the screener’s defender will remain
in gap positioning just below the level of the screen. Once the advantage is clear and the
pass made to the curling player, the 5 man will then switch onto the ball as the original
defender will “veer” into the screener looking to prevent a passing angle or an offensive
rebound. Should the ball move to a secondary action a scram switch can then be
executed to reduce any further mismatch.

●

Away from the Ball involving 1-4: As defined as any away from the ball switches
executed between any players 1-4 on an automatic basis. This means that the defender
of the offensive player using the screen communicates the switch early. Thus triggering
the screener’s defender to come within touch distance of the screen before switching on
to the curling or popping player. It is imperative that both the screener’s defender and
the cutter’s defender switch on the underside (the side closest to the basket) in order to
prevent any switch cuts, or back cuts from the offensive players. It is also important for
the player switching onto the cutter to pounce on the switch in an aggressive manner. It
is critical to note the importance of both verbal and physical communication. Point
switching with no verbal queues will result in baskets conceded.

Conclusion Involving the 4
The numbers indicate that Golden State has the best ball screen coverage in the NBA. As we
look towards some sort of closure to the topic of switching we can also see Golden State as
perhaps the most versatile team in the NBA. Meaning they have the personnel to execute the
above switching at an elite level, allowing their defense to remain in as few rotations as possible
and provide them the best chance of forcing the offense into a contested dribble non-paint two.
The most important factor in being physically capable of executing these switches is personnel.
A team does not need to have Draymond Green or Kevin Durant parse, although that would

indeed help, but rather a team must have interchangeable defensive players, most notably
lateral mobility and comparable speed at the 4 position.
The way the game is trending today, players are sliding back and forth between the 3 and 4
positions, many of these players are no longer being viewed as mismatch liabilities, but rather
as mismatch advantages on both side of the ball. No longer is it an insult to be an “undersized”
4, but rather it is a compliment. With such personnel, switching 1-4 becomes very much a
reality. With Golden State they very well may be better defending the ball with their 4’s rather
than their 1’s.
This is where it is not necessary to be Golden State in order to execute a switch heavy defense
at an elite level. The goal is not to switch a 4 man onto a playmaker and expect that 4 man to be
as good or better at defending than the 1. Rather the goal is to be able to switch a 4 man onto a
playmaker trusting this 4 man will simply be solid at containing the ball. It all goes back to why
teams use the ball screen in the first place. That advantage is centered around two players
being forced to defend one player. Thus our 4 man must simply be comparable at containing the
ball in the switch as our defense would be at migrating out of rotations. If the answer to that is
yes or even close to yes, then switching 1-4 may certainly be the ideal coverage for your team.

Tilting the Court
Now that we have explored some more common base coverage scenarios, let’s take a dive into
something outside the box. With an understanding of the different coverage options in the
different locations on the court, we will now explore a philosophy which puts these coverages to
use with specific purpose. The concept is called “tilting” the court and it is predicated on three
main concepts, passing, finishing and pull up jump shooting.
We have established our general defensive goal of conceding one or fewer contested non-paint
twos per possession. With this in mind, there are some universal notions in regards to right
hand dominant basketball players. In general right hand dominant players are more likely to get
all the way to the rim when penetrating with their strong hand. They are more likely to be
comfortable making pocket passes, and lob passes to rollers with their dominant hand. They
are more proficient at making hook passes to shaking players out of the corner with their strong
hand. Building off this theme, right handed players would be more likely to struggle finishing at
the rim with their left hand. They would be more likely to turn the ball over penetrating with their
left hand. Lastly, they would be more likely to shoot a pull up jump shot when driving with their
left hand.
The Numbers

The Strategy
The basis for tilting the court is the same as base coverage. We apply specific ball screen
coverages based on specific locations of the floor. Our coverages hold the same for all right
handed players and they are flipped for all left handed players. The foundation relies on the
above discussed principles behind ball handlers in the pick and roll and their dominant hands as
it pertains to passing, scoring and decision making.
This means that for all right hand players we will apply a Drop coverage on all side ball screens
on the right side of the floor. This would in essence force the ball handler into the screen, thus
coercing him into having to use his left hand in the action. To ensure the same effect in the
middle of the floor we will apply a Weak coverage. This means that any screen set attempting to
send the ball handler to the right will be channeled back to the left, similar to a Blue coverage in
the middle of the floor. Finally, on the left side of the floor we will apply a Blue coverage, once
again influencing the ball handler to the sideline and thus to his left.

The big question here concerns personnel. If you have built your team to switch 1-4 then you
can tweak this to be a Blue to a switch on the left side, a weak to a switch in the middle and a
regular switch on the right. The important factors would be understanding that in the middle the
screener’s defender must identify what direction the screen is coming from in order to
communicate the weak and whether or not there will be a channel away from the screen prior to
the switch. Of course one could also take the stance of tilting the court with the 5 and basic
switching 1-4. In regards to 1-4 action, this would do less in the way of keeping the ball in the
ball handler’s weak hand but can still provide the same advantage by keeping the defense out
of rotations.
With this coverage in mind the proverbial monkey wrench comes when defending a left handed
player. Ideally, through repetition and instruction, our team is able to identify and flip our
coverages for a left handed player. The majority of the responsibility starts with the screener’s
defender, typically our 5 man, who must call the coverage correctly. As we have discussed
previously, this can be difficult with pick and roll coverage in general, and thus it is important to
stress such communication daily. The most challenging aspect will be for the screener to identify
the location of the floor, the dominant hand of the ball handler and subsequently the coverage to
call. This happens very quickly and can without question be cause for concern when
determining if and how to implement tilting the court.

Conclusion on Tilting the Court
The concept of players being more effective with their dominant hand is certainly nothing new.
The concept of applying pick and roll coverage to influence away from this dominant hand has
been executed primarily in the middle of the floor for years via Weak coverage. Tilting the court
has not come to the forefront until now based primarily on “no middle” heavy philosophies from

a general point of view. Many coaches believe keeping the ball out of the middle of the floor is
perhaps the most important aspect of defense. The key is to understand that when tilting the
court, and influencing a right handed player towards to middle when hit with a side ball screen
on the right side of the floor, we are not conceding the middle, but rather strategically
manipulating the ball handler to play make in a scenario more favorable to our defensive shot
spectrum.

Overall Conclusion
Ron Adams speaks of “connectedness” being perhaps the most important aspect of pick and
roll defense. All five players must be in rhythm with each other, moving as both the ball and
their teammates move. He speaks further of pick and roll defense being like a plant growing in
a pot, “You must keep fertilizing it so it grows, and you continually have to trim it.”.
Jeff Bzdelik keeps the importance of defense at the forefront by reminding players that 17 of the
last 20 NBA Champions have been in the top 10 in both Offensive Efficiency Rating and
Defensive Efficiency Rating. While it is easy to get excited about scoring the basketball, the
consequence of failing to mesh and find chemistry on the defensive end can lead to an early
summer vacation.
As a subset of defense on a macro level, defending the pick and roll may be perhaps the most
crucial aspect of one’s defense. And when it comes to pick and roll defense there are many
ways to skin the proverbial cat. What we have explored in this paper centers around what
coverages are most effective and where, further attempting to dissect why these coverages are
effective, and more specifically why they are more effective for some teams over others. The
game of basketball is not about absolutes, rather it is centered around imperfection and
adjustment. This imperfection is exactly why continuing to evaluate the nuances of both sides
of the ball is so important. We as coaches must continually challenge our own philosophies in
order to grow with the game, and therein lies the beauty of it all.

